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TMS is an FDA-cleared
neurostimulation therapy for MDD
(and now OCD)
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TMS in a nutshell

TMS is a safe & effective alternative to meds & ECT
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WHAT IS
NEUROMODULATION?
◉ Focused delivery of modifying agents (i.e. electrical,
chemical, optical signals) to targeted areas of the nervous
system in order to improve neural function
○ Neuromodulation strategies range from non-invasive (i.e. TMS,
ECT) to the surgical implantation of devices (i.e. VNS, DBS)

◉ Brainstimulation:
○ Delivery of electrical or magnetic fields, in this case
transcranially, thereby delivering electric current to a specific part
of the brain & causing neurons to “fire”
○ Also called a non-pharmacological “somatic therapy”

TYPES OF NEUROMODULATION
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TMS

ECT
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ELECTRIC MEDICINE
◉ One of the earliest uses of electricity in
medicine was for pain relief
○ Circa 15 A.D., Scribonius used a torpedo fish to
apply an electrical charge to patients to relieve pain
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ELECTRICITY &
THE HUMAN BODY
◉ The average human, at rest, produces ~100 watts of power
○

Equates to around 2000 kcal/day of food energy)

◉ Over a few minutes (or more if trained athlete) humans can
sustain 300-400 watts of power output
○

During very short bursts of energy (i.e. sprinting) some
humans can output up to 2000 watts

◉ The actual resistance of the body varies depending upon
the points of contact and the skin condition (moist or dry).
○

○

Between the ears, for example, the internal resistance (less
the skin resistance) is only 100 ohms, while from hand to foot
is closer to 500 ohms
The skin resistance may vary from 1000 ohms for wet skin to
over 500,000 ohms for dry skin
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THE ELECTRIC HEART
◉ A self-powered pump that produced “action
potentials” of up ~50 millivolts

○ ~5 nonAmperes in amplitudes of
pacemaking currents
○ Travel through the heart muscles trigger a
series of pumping actions
○ Measured through skin as an EKG signal
of about 1 millivolt
◉ Inside the heart, these “action potentials” result from
ion exchanges (Na, K, Cl channels) in sino-atrial
node

ELECTRICITY & THE BRAIN
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BRAIN TRIVIA
◉ The average human attention span is shorter than that of a
goldfish
○ Average human attention span: 20 minutes
■ 12 minutes shorter than it was 10 years ago

◉ Short term memory can only store 7 pieces of info for 20
seconds
◉ Your brain as a computer could hold 2.5 million gigabytes (or
300 yrs of TV shows)
◉ 96% of all decisions are subconsciously made
◉ Neurons travel 150 mph

Each chemical as a job to do,
and it turns off when the job is
done.

Your brain seeks rewards and
avoids harm constantly
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Your brain is looking for ways to
turn on the “happy” chemicals.
But when “happy” chemicals wear
off, you notice your “unhappy”
chemicals (i.e cortisol)
It helps to know that frustrating
trade-offs are part of everyone's
life:
- When you step towards new
and exciting things (more
dopamine), you often move
away from the safety of
social bonds (less oxytocin)
- When you step towards
social importance (more
serotonin), you may get
disappointment (more
cortisol) or a strain on social

MAKE PEACE WITH
“UNHAPPY” NEUROTRANSMITTERS
◉ “Unhappy” chemicals are part of your brain’s normal operating system
○
○

○

They alert you to survival threats, much the same way that “happy” chemicals alert
you to survival boosts
“Unhappy” chemicals connect neurons, so you learn about danger.
■ Once something causes you pain, your brain keeps trying to avoid it to protect
you
■ If you run from them, you’ll always be running
“Unhappy” chemicals will always be part of life because danger and disappointment
are part of life.
■ Your brain keeps trying protect you with whatever circuits you happen to have.

◉ You can learn to live with them instead, and even build new pathways
○

Instead of perceiving “unhappy” chemicals as urgent disaster, try accepting them as
natural blips in the awareness of mortal being
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Let’s talk about
Neuroplasticity
➢ Our brains work by pathways that communicate with each other by chemical and
electrical messengers.
➢ Each thought or feeling coincides with a particular pathway, and these are like roads
these thoughts or feelings travel on.
➢ The more our brain practices certain pathways, the better it gets at doing whatever it
is that we practice
○ Kind of like muscle memory, but for neurons in our brain
○ I like to think of it like grooves on a mountain bike trail, and your neuron
signals are more likely to slip into these tracks that have already been
created
➢ The beauty of the brain if that it can learn new tricks. It’s called neuroplasticity, and
through practice we can create new pathways.

Repetition can
build new
pathways in the
brain.
When we find
something that
works, and
repeat it, a
habit builds in
the brain.
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WHY DOES
THE BRAIN
TURN
“NEGATIVE”
ON US
SOMETIMES?

BRAIN CHEMISTRY TIPS
◉ Recognize your frustrations as electricity flowing through old pathways
○
○

Cortisol is triggered when a new experience fits a neural pathway paved by frustrations you’ve
experienced
The “negative” feeling soon passes if you avoid triggering more

◉ Remember your power to build new neural networks
○

You can give your electricity a new place to flow by focusing on positive new choices/actions
repeatedly over many days

◉ Turn on dopamine by stepping towards rewarding things
◉ Enjoy the safe feeling of oxytocin by taking small steps towards trust
○

It’s not always safe to trust, but taking small trusting steps repeated rewards you with positive
feelings

◉ Stimulate the nice feeling of serotonin by focusing on what you have rather than what you
lack
◉ Stress chemicals like cortisol, alert us to avoid what we perceive as obstacles to our
survival
○

○

When cortisol turns on, stop what you’re doing because it makes everything look bleaker.
Cortisol is there to alert you to potential threats, so you’ll see nothing but threats until you give your
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How does TMS
help?
➢ A TMS coil produces an MRI-strength electromagnetic field, that produces enough
energy to produce what’s called an ‘action potential’, causing neurons and pathways
to fire or turn on
➢ It’s like a domino effect through these pathways, and this roadway of neurons
reaches deep areas of the brain, like the limbic system we were just talking about
➢ When you wake up the limbic system, or light up this pathway, you have more of
those feelings like happiness, relaxation, joy

Here’s where
TMS shines...
➢ While a singular positive thought practices a particular pathway once, a single
session of TMS treatment stimulates that pathway 2000 times.
○ A typical course of TMS is around 30-45 sessions, so at 2000 times a day,
we’re practicing that positive pathway upwards of 100,000 times
○ Imagine practicing the cello, or your golf swing, 100,000 times. You get pretty
dang good at it.
○ It’s like my parents told me growing up — practice makes perfect
➢ This is the beauty of TMS — the more your brain practices these positive pathways,
the more of an expert your brain gets at feeling happiness and joy, and the less of
an expert your brain gets at feeling depressed
○ This is why gratitude journaling works, for example
○ Neurons that fire together, wire together.
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TMS for
Major Depressive Disorder
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Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) is Highly Prevalent
and Significantly Reduces Quality of Life
1 out of 6 people will
experience a major
depressive episode in
their lifetime1
15 million adults in
the US suffer a
major depressive
episode each year1

15M

30%

Suicide rates have risen
30% in the US since 1999,
with many untreated
for depression2
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Depression and
the brain
❖ Researchers have been working on this for decades now,
and we’re starting to figure some things out
❖ In depression, some very important deep parts of the brain
are underactive
❖ The limbic system is the emotional center of our brain, and in
depression, the limbic system is more dormant or asleep

TMS for MDD in Clinical Trials
Clinical RCT Study Conditions (2015)
•
•
•
•

20 medical centers worldwide
212 treatment-resistant, medication-free MDD patients
Highly effective blinding due to an improved sham condition
Examined clinically relevant endpoints:
• HDRS-21 score, response rate, remission rate

Acute Treatment

5 sessions per week
4 weeks

Continuation

2 sessions per week
12 weeks

Approximately 1 in 3 Medication-Resistant Patients Achieved Remission After 4 Weeks11
dTMS
Sham
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TMS for MDD in Real World Settings
Post-Market Study Conditions
•
•
•
•

21 medical centers worldwide
1,040 MDD patients who received 20 sessions
695 MDD patients who received 30 sessions
Examined clinically relevant endpoints:
• Response rate, remission rate

Among Patients Who Completed a
Treatment Course of 30 Sessions,
1 in 2 achieved full remission4

A Course of Treatment for MDD Consists of Acute
Phase and Continuation Phase
Acute Phase
20
Minute
TMS
Protocol

Week 1
5 treatments

Week 2
5 treatments

Week 3

Week 4

5 treatments

5 treatments

20 treatments

*Optional Duration

Continuation Phase
Week 5
2 treatments

Week 6
2 treatments

Week 7
2 treatments

Week 8
2 treatments

Week 9
2 treatments

Week
10*

Week
11*

Week
12*

2 treatments

2 treatments

2 treatments
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TMS Has Significant Advantages Over or Can
Complement Existing Treatments For MDD
Transcranial Magnetic
Stimulation (TMS)

Antidepressants

Vs
.

Electrical currents flowing
through a stimulating coil
generate brief but powerful
magnetic pulses, inducing an
electric field in the brain,
sufficient to depolarize cortical
neurons and activate neural
networks

•

•
•
•

Clinically proven to help many
patients who don’t respond to 1
or more antidepressants
Far fewer and more tolerable side
effects
Ease of treatment results in
greater compliance
Can complement drug therapy,
providing psychiatrists a new tool

TMS Has Significant Advantages Over or Can
Complement Existing Treatments For MDD
Transcranial Magnetic
Vs
Stimulation (TMS)

.
Electrical currents flowing
through a stimulating coil
generate brief but powerful
magnetic pulses, inducing an
electric field in the brain,
sufficient to depolarize cortical
neurons and activate neural
networks

Psychotherapy
•

•

Psychotherapy is not always
effective for patients with severe
depression
Research suggests that TMS
conducted during or in proximity
to psychotherapy can increase
effectiveness of treatment8
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TMS for
Obsessive Compulsive Disorder

Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD) Covers a Broad
Patient Base and Takes Years to Diagnose
1 out of 40 people will suffer
from OCD, and nearly 1 in 10
from OCD Spectrum, in their
lifetime4
85% endure serious or
moderate impairment due to
their OCD symptoms5
It takes an average of 14-17
years from the time OCD first
appears for people to receive
treatment6
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A Significant Unmet Need in Treatment of OCD Exists
Due to Limitations of Medication and Psychotherapy
Antidepressants
Only 5 medications are FDA-cleared to
treat OCD, with existing treatments
resulting in ≥30% improvement for only
40-60% of OCD patients7. The vast
majority of payers feel that a gap exists in
available OCD treatments

Psychotherapy
While Exposure and Response Prevention
Therapy (ERP) is a valuable tool to treat
OCD patients, it requires lengthy
treatment and is best supplemented with
pharmacotherapy or neuromodulation
treatments for challenging patients
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The largest-ever functional
imaging study of the brains of
people with OCD, and healthy
comparison volunteers, shows
significant differences in activity
in regions involved in error
processing and inhibitory control.
These images show the regions
of the cingulo-opercular network
(i.e. Anterior Cingulate Cortex)
where those differences were
greatest.
(Norman et al., Biological
Psychiatry, 2018)
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Now FDA
Approved: Deep
TMS for OCD
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Deep TMS for OCD Was Proven Effective and Safe in a
Double-Blinded Multicenter Randomized Controlled Trial
Trial

Clinical RCT Study Conditions (2018)
•
•
•

Protocol
Provocation
Design

11 medical centers worldwide
94 adult patients with at least moderate OCD, maintained on
current medication and psychotherapy interventions
Examined clinically relevant endpoints:
•

90-min session to create personalized OCD
symptom provocation

Treatment Sessions

5 sessions per week in weeks 1-5
4 sessions in week 6

Y-BOCS, SDS, CGI-S, CGI-I, Remission, Response, Partial Response

Greater Than 1 in 3 Patients Achieved Response After 6 Weeks13
•

•
•
Y-BOCS Reduction of >30%

Response was achieved among patients
who did not experience relief from SSRIs
or psychotherapy
Number Need to Treat (NNT) of 3.7 after
6 weeks of treatment
Low drop-out rate of 10.6%

Y-BOCS Reduction of >20%
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A Course of Treatment for OCD Consists of
Provocation Design, dTMS Sessions, and Assessments
Provocation Design
Prep
Session
Treatment includes a 90minute session to design
individualized provocations
based on the patient’s
specific symptoms

dTMS Treatment Sessions
Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

5 treatments

5 treatments

5 treatments

Week 4
5 treatments

Week 5

Week 6

5 treatments

4 treatments

29 treatments
Each session typically takes 30-40 minutes and includes:
Provocation
Administratio
n

18 Minute
TMS Protocol

Assessments

TMS for
Eating Disorders
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Rationale for the use of
TMS for Eating Disorders
◉ Comorbid MDD and/or OCD often interferes with full recovery from
Eating Disorders
◉ TMS may address abnormal neural circuitry in Anorexia Nervosa
○ AN impacts the striatal, frontal, and limbic brain networks, resulting in
abnormal emotional regulation, habit learning, and cognitive flexibility.
○ The Prefrontal Cortex is the most notable network to be correlated with
disorder, because when hypoactive it can result in the AN symptoms of
poor impulse control.
○ Therefore restoring balance to the prefrontal cortex shows promise in
successfully treating AN by resetting the dysfunctional neural networks
through non-invasive brain stimulations with TMS.

Initial Research in
Support of TMS for
Anorexia
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Results from the TIARA Study
of TMS for Severe Anorexia
The study included 17 people who received active TMS and 17 people who were
given sham or placebo-like TMS stimulation (a procedure not expected to provide any
benefit). Measurements included changes in body mass index (BMI; kg/m2) over
time, as well as measures of mood, eating disorder symptoms, and quality of life.
Standard-of-care ED treatment was also provided. A total of 20 treatment sessions
were administered over a month, and the treatment target was the left dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex. Importantly, this is the brain region typically targeted in the
treatment of major depression.
Results showed improved mood, quality of life, BMI and EDE scores.
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Baseline and change resting-state functional correlates of rTMS of
the DMPFC for medically refractory anorexia and bulimia nervosa
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) has been recently suggested as a potential treatment for anorexia and bulimia nervosa.
Previous research has shown modest efficacy with rTMS for eating disorders using the conventional dorsolateral prefrontal cortex target.
However, recent neuroimaging research suggests that the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (DMPFC) is a key region for impulse control
and behavior regulation, including bingeing and purging behavior. Thus, the DMPFC may be a potential rTMS target for the treatment of
eating disorders.
20 patients with treatment refractory anorexia and bulimia nervosa underwent 20 sessions of open-label, add-on rTMS to the DMPFC
(10 Hz bilateral stimulation, 120% resting motor threshold). Clinical measures, structural and resting-state scans were obtained before
and after treatment. Analysis was performed in FSL. Data was first pre-processed (motion corrected, spatially smoothed, regression of
global, white matter and cerebrospinal signal, bandpass filtered). Following preprocessing seed-based resting state analysis was
performed for a priori regions-of-interest (bilateral ventral striatum [BVS] and subgenual cortex [sgACC]) and a region in proximity to the
area stimulated (DMPFC). Purges/week change (baseline-week 4) categorized subjects into a responder (improvement over 50%) or a
non-responder (improvement under 50%). This was used as a regressor for the following group-level analysis: 1) baseline connectivity,
and 2) connectivity change.
Clinical results showed that purging from baseline to week 4 improved from 25.3±38.8 episodes/week to 17.3±19.2 episodes/week.
Baseline DMPFC connectivity was not significantly correlated to response. However, for the BVS seed, high pre-treatment functional
connectivity to the precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), and for the sgACC seed, high pre-treatment functional connectivity
to the precuneus and PCC and low functional connectivity to the right hippocampus and amygdala and midbrain Raphé nuclei, were
significantly correlated to clinical response. sgACC connectivity change was not significantly correlated to treatment response. It was
found that decreased BVS connectivity to the precuneus and PCC and decreased DMPFC connectivity to the frontopolar cortex were
significantly correlated to clinical response. In general, this preliminary study showed altered connectivity in midbrain serotonergic
structures and corticostriatal and corticocortical pathways previously implicated in emotion regulation and in the pathophysiology of
disordered eating behavior. A randomized control trial as a next step may be warranted.
(Dunlop et al. 2013)
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Off-label use of TMS for other conditions

Reference here
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